Hi,

It just occurred to me that when upgrading to 1.10, users will need a script or something to create tiki_p_edit_categories perms for each tiki_p_view_categories perm that category objects have in the db.

This is necessary to preserve backward compatible state when upgrading, because tiki_p_edit_categories does not exist in 1.9.

Anyone good enough in SQL to write this purely in SQL, or should this be part of the PHP in the upgrade/install script for 1.10?
Solution
Solution is now to add tiki_p_edit_categorized and tiki_p_view_categorized by the tiki-installer.php script.
Manually running the tiki_1.9to1.10.sql script is not sufficient unless you manually add these new group and category perms to groups.

The reason why the adding is done outside the regular sql script is because these additions should only be applied if upgrading from 1.9, and not if you are already in 1.10 (in case you have changed these perms for groups after the first upgrade).

should be fixed now, in time for beta 1. waiting for further testing verification.
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And this is also needed not only on global perms, but also on categories which have local perms assigned to them. tiki_p_view_categorized (for sure) and tiki_p_edit_categorized (I would suggest, by default) should be added to groups and categories which already have tiki_p_views_categories (old perm name, before upgrading after dec'07 version, after mose’s improvements to the code)

Xavier de Pedro 09 Jan 08 09:19 GMT-0000

I sent you a message copy, Nelson, through tw, but it seems that you cannot receive messages from there...

(...) 
I've had the same problem of no content shown after upgrade when the
content was categorized with categories with the old perm tiki_p_view_categories assigned to it. After upgrade, since the other two perms needed to see (anons), and edit (registered, a common settings for many sites) are not granted to any category, then the content can not be seen...

A novice tiki admin might receive comments about their users: "Hey, what a shit this tikiwiki thing, after upgrade it doesn't work...", while the admin figures out where the problem is... (it took me a while the first time to figure out that the global perms where missing, and it took me another while to remember that if perms on individual categories where not correctly set on my tw site upgrades to latest 1.10 - as they weren't - then the content would not be viewable by anons, or editable by the groups which had the perms to edit it before upgrade...

Cheers,

Xavi

mrisch 11 Jan 08 14:56 GMT-0000

I had this very issue when I just upgraded. It wouldn't have been a big deal, if:
1. The issue was clearly flagged somewhere (it took some digging)
2. Perms reassignment were recursive to ALL children and the children of children.
What was hard for me was I had to reassign every level to get the children of the next level down - a full recursion would have made category perm reassignment very easy on upgrade without a script.

SEWilco 31 Jul 08 19:42 GMT-0000

Is the problem that the *_categorized permissions are not defined in the database at all, thus can are not available? Or that although the permission is available, the existing similar permissions are not extended/translated to the new permissions?
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